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PORTRAIT OF AN ART FILM AUDIENCE

The audience for the arts in the United States has long'

been a topic for scholarly investigation. And, for equally

as long, conclusions drawn by various scholars concerning the

arts audience have often been at odds. Tocquevilleirs study

of Amdrica in the 1830s, for instance; offers an optimistic
I.

forecast for a democratization of.the arts audience; contrari-

wise, Veblen's obser'vations, made juirt. over 5'0 years later,

led him to conclude that the arts were destined to remain the s

preserve the.social elite.1 Unlike such traditionally ac-

knowledged "high cultuZe" art forms as ballet, opera, and

known,
2
research focaing

theater, abopt whose audience much is

3
In 1960 Chamberlin obse±ved

on the art film audience is scant.

what is still true today: s,

not enough research has been done which bears on .

'artliouses, film societies, and museum and unive,r-'

sity film programs. We don't know enough about the

composition of.audiefices, about attendance patterns

and about ways in which certain kinds Of motion
-

pictures affect filni-going. 4

Recently Aqstin suggested the utility of. studying film

audiences and the contextg.of'their movie experience: "Jusr

as one would not attempt to interpret, id any meaningful add

valid sense, nonverbal communicative,behavior without the

benefit of 'context, so too film audience research needs to
-

,cdheider and address the role of varying contexts of the movie

0
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experie4e." As ex4Mples' he offered three such contexts in'

need of iinvestigation: type of exhibition hall (e.g., drive-

ins, single screens, and multiplexes), type of didtribution-
.

(e,g., first-run and subsequent-run), and specific film-types

(e.g.,'art films, cUlt films).5i This paper reports the results

of,a survey which sought,to paiht 'empirical portrait of

the conteMporary art film patron.

The art film theater is an exhibition hall specializing

in* offering particular kinds
4

sOciated with foreigfi films

general, or mass) audience.

of motion pictures -- often as-

-- to a selectivie (as opposed to

An operationally loose, but for
.

4the'preientpurposes, adequate, definition of the art film is
1

offered by Twomey': "fill, from other countries, reissues of

old-time .Hollywood-'classics, ' docimentaries, and independently

. made films on offbeAt themes. 6
In short, art film theaters

,Thexhibit filmd which lie outside of the mainstream Hollywood

yoroduct. What reasons, explain the lack tt xesearch on these
,

.1theaters' audi ce? Prior to 1950 sdch theaters were simply
7eto few in numb r; hence the audience for their tare was neces-

,-

sarily_limited. As:ToOler,notes, 7in the late 'forties there

were about a dozen movie houses -- half of them in New York
4

1

ft 7that regularly screened so-called art'films. The sparsity
,, .

of such theaters can be accounted for by the dearth of domestic
.

product and restrictive trade practices that effectivelY biocked

the importing of nondomestic films: both explanations are, of

coursef-a functidn of the vertically integrated U.S. film in-
gi

'dustry oligopoly'which was not broken.until the 1948 consent

t. ,s1



decree.
8

While the number of art film houses today is clearly
4not overwhelming (Tofffer estimated there were 500 in 1964

9
),

a reasonable expectation would be that an increasing number of

screens (though not necessarily houses) will be devoted.to

art films given the increasing segmentation of the film au,v4ence, 10

, a(process encouraged by competition'from other visually recorded

zedia
Jit!

and by theAultiplex exhibitiOn trend.
11

In fact,-one

ntempórary observer has reported that today "we have a pro-...
4

liferation of art theaters around Ur country," Somewhere in

the area of 1,000, a phenomenon accounted for by the hypothesis

that movies "may be in the process of redefining themselves

12 4more clearly as an art form. .

Development and Growth of the Art Film Theater and. Audience

The developthent and growth of the prt film theater and its

audience may be traced to the late 1940s! "The rise of the

art film 7- mostly imported footage -- is highly significant,

coming as it dfd duiing a decade that saw movie attendance drop

from 60 million a week to 40 million4" 13 Jowett suggests that

folloiving the 1948 consent decree, domestic production fell

and the importing of foreign films rose.
14

With fewer American

male movies to select from and increased competition among ex-
,

hibitors for the U.S. pictures available, and.the aivestiture

. of the U.S. majors! exhib)ition arm froM their proAuction and

distribution branches, "moyie theaters compensated by filling

their screen time witp independent and:fqeign films and re-
.15issues -- the program material of the art theater. 16

>
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Most film historians/agree that the Paramount decision,

with its multiple consequence's, 'was a" key factor which engen-

I.

-4-

dered the rise of tlie art theater.17 Adler reported that in

the decade following the consent decree the number of art

theaters increased five-fold: Acqording to Twomey; in 1956

there were 226 theAters deVoting all their screen time to art

films and another 400 theaters which programmed such fare -on
;-
A part-time basis.

18
Balio suggests two ramifications-of the

Paramount decision aS causes eor the increased number of.at-

'film houses: the "boom in fndependent production"4and exhibition

and the diminished power and effectiveness of the Production

Code Administration to control .the content of domeStic produc-

tion (the PCA's power was further weakened by the 1952 Miracle

dedision).
19

Virtwelly concuri'ent with the Paramount decisi
A

was the intrOduction of TV which, TwOmey posits, also played

an important role in the growth of art films and art film theaters.

Television usurped much of Hollywood's audience, causing pro-

_.../CYduCers and exhibitors..to become mord specialized in response

td the fragmentation of the film audience. 20
Twomey cites'

three additionaYreasons fqr the riurturing the art filmi'l!the,

establishment 41 film libraries andthe study of film appreciation

in colleges and universities, .''. . the widespread wartime use

of-documentarY film,. . . [which] helped,create audience interest

in new film.themes and techni ues" and the emergence of,"many' -i/

16-mm. movie societies. "21

Conceptually, the foreign film has been perhaps most closely

and popularly allied with the art film.' Mayer wrote in 1978

6
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that the history of the foreign film "in the United States

over the past 25 7

years, has been one of extreme volatility and

unpredictability. 22 Despite this, interest in such films grew

following thesend of the Second World War.- Adler argued that

this interest was, in part, dud to "the vast number of Americans

who traveled abroad during and since World War II. 23 Twomey

held diat "two eventr [Were] largely responsible for the fcittign

film's quick gain of.a faithful and expanding audience in the

U.S.": British produder J. Arthur Rank's ability to have his

"prestige pictures" distributed by Universal-International and

the "widespread publicity" and critical endorsement of Rosselini's

Open City. 24 Mayer offers a list of nine factors accounting

for the development of foreign film importation including in-
,

creased sophistication of audience tastes, "the trend away from

isotation," and the U.S.' presence in the United Nations which

II created a broader interest in foreign customs and pragtices. 25

Finally, Max Laemmle, owner of an art house in Los Angeles, corn-

mented that he got into the art film business in the early 1950s

due to "the very stiff competition that existed for Eollywood

films, and based on his' prevlous experience from occasionally

booking European films and their -- to his surprise -- success

in attracting audiences. 26

Contempor:ary art film theaters, it app6ars, may differ

from more commercial houses not only in terms of programming

but also ambience. At Randy Finley's Seven Gables Theater in

.Seattle, for instance, patrons can play chess, browse thrOgh

books, and drink,free. coffee and tea before the show; on rainy

(



nights the theater provides umbrellas for those waiting in line

at the- ticket booth. 27 Whether or not Finley's approach is

typical of the 4:rt film house is not known.

Competition for the art film 4ouse, and a sore point-among

many of these exhibitors, comes frdm nontheatrical exhibitors

such as film societies and university programs.
28

To summarize, tlie art film ancl-its exhibition in the United

gtates began to grow as a viable form about 1948. Legal, tech-
*nolcal, and marketplace factors'all contributed to its growth.

The extant literature on.this form of exhibition suggests a

steadily increasing number of patrons, pictures, and places of

availability. The art film appe&rd to have created a significant

niche for itself in thesmotiovicture market for audience<:,

exhibitors,'and producers.
-v-

Previous Literature

According to one study, which surveyed a national sample

of 3,005'individuals in 1973, nearly three-quarters bf all

Afericans felt that movies were "primarily light entertainment,"

as opposed t9 an "impoTtant form of artistic expression;" 71%

chose the former response option, 11% the latter, and 10% said

"could ,be either." The perception of movies as artistic expres-

sion tended to h,)e positiyely related to the respondents' level

of educaion and their frequency of attendance at cultural events;

it was Inversely related to theac age and level of income. A

related question'inquired as to the sample's interest in going
1

to see "old,films," which could'be interpreted as including



film 1"c1assics." Here it was found that 58% had "some interest"
'

and 39% had no interest. \A positive relationship betFeen re-
,

--tipondent level of education, income, and frequency ofattendance_
at cultural events was'foun'd: interest in s,-,eing such films

was negatively'related.eto'age. 29

Informal and anecdotal reports on the art iilm audienrAe '

-7 have tended to paint an elitist, and oCcasionally unflatter'ng,

piCture of art film patrons. Paulie Kael suggests that

educated_audience often uses "art" films in_muchk.

Same,self-indulgent way as the.mass audience uses

mos 7. gcHollywoOd_Apreductfinding wish-fulfillment in the'

form of.cheap and easy congratulation.on their p?n7

sitivities and their liberialism. 30

.,7:-(.4:Systematicstudy of the art film audience is scarce. ,,Neve

thelets4 one wo d tuspect that the art film audience is an ag-

'gregate of indiViduals who carefully select their movie fare.

Yet_the;results ofLa:survey of.a UCLA film series audience,.and

.the_Santa-Barbara Film Society'members in 1960 belie this: "the

art-fitm devotee probably goes to'.eveijything that sounds half-.

way promising."31 Adler's research, reported in 1959_also

partially confirms thisHe-ftaUnd that the type of picture

was '"relatively unimportant to the art-film. addidt° when deciding

which picture to attend:32

-1Nrcrstudies, both conducted.in the 150s, comprAse virtually

,the entire body Of empirical resea'rqh oii;this topiL- In thee
7-

earliest report, Smytbe et al. condutd personal piterviews

with_728 patrons,at one theater in Cha Paign-Urbana, Illinois,
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e '4
from Novemb/ er i951 Eo April 1952.

33
The second study, conducted4

SK
-by Adler, used a'similar methOdology: personal interviewa with

a total of 128 patrons at two Chicago theater; ddring'a'-two-

week period in the spring Q 1954.34 .Both studies rep:orted that

arefilm fans tended'to be avid moviegoeta,^were young, had*

&high level of education, and that males outnumbered females.
V

Aciler noted that in his sample the art film fans, as cdompared
,.. .,

. to "conventiOnal" fare dmovie-goers, held more'prestilious oc-.

.0,
, .cupations, were a mote mobile group,/ and.were heavier consumers. ,

,

of othei cultural activities. Smythe et al. reborted that the

most common-influences in their sample's film choicetwere the

-type of picture and recommendations hy friendsj.Adler loUnd..that
-

his art film fans relied "heavily on the reputaion'of the ko-
. ducer'or difector,'and on the recommendations of friends and,

reviewers.
u35

In short,.both-studies sug4est that at a ttMe

when the movie-going public as a Whole was in the process of

shiftipg from a habitual form .of behaviOr (t.e., going to the,,

movits) to more of a selective Mode going to.a movie),
.

the art,film patron represented an elite subgroup..

METHODOLOGY

The population f m which this study's sample was drawn

was cOmprised of persons included in the mailing list of the.

International MUseum ;of Ph-4.ogral3hy'at the GeOrgeEastman House .'

(GEH), Rochester, New York. One function of the GEH is the

- operation of the Dryden Theatre, a 550 seat film-showing audi-.

toriuM located on the GEH premises.. Within the Rochester area

#



at the time when pas study was.condudted, the Dryden was the

only theater exclusively devoted to screening art filths on a

dontinuous basis. The.Dryden presents experimental, films, films

dl historical significance, and fikm series on selected topics.

On occasion special films have been screened which feature a

. live orchestra or ensefrible.. Admission costs $2.00 for an in-.

dividual film or $15.00 for a series (some 20 tO 30 pictures).

Film series brochures are replarly mailed to, patrons and are, .

available at the GEH. These brochures individually provide

information ciescribing each series, information describing each

film,in the series to be.screened (e.g., plot synopses and

production credits), and the-dates of.the screenings.

),A total of 329 names Were drawn by the GEH staff from their

mailing list. In tilarc4 1982 a 78-item questionnaire was mailed

to these 329 individuals
fo11owing4the.procedures suggested by.

-bi11man.
36

A total of 226 usable surveys were returned for a

response:rate of 68.7%. The survey consisted of both open- and

closed-ended questions. ,Respon es to open-ended questions were

content analyzed by the author.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Respondents were asked to indidate their frequency of at-

tendance at the Dryden Theatre and Were provided with a nine-

point response scale ranging from "nevef or almost never" to

"more than five times a month." %Alased upon their response to

this question the sample was divided at the median into two

nearly equal grOups (the overall saMple mean attendance at the



Dryden was between once and twice a month). RespOndents reporting

Dryden attendance of "once in two to.six months" or fewer were .

labeled as "Occasional" (n=98 or 47.3%), wILle thcise reporting'

attendance of "once a month" or more were labeled "Frequent"

(n=109 or 52.7%). These tWo sample subgroupi are used for all

subsequent comparisons and descriptions. 37

Overq11 the sample ranged in

49.75, Md I 51.73),. -Grouping the
7,

ten year intervals (e.g., 20 to 29

At

age from 20 to 84 years (5E d'

age data into six units of

years), a marginally significant

difference between the two attendance groups Nas found (X2 = 10.99,

df = 5, p =1.051, C = .228).' Occasionals were more likely to

be found in \the three younger_categories (20 to 49 years) while

Frequents weremore likely to be in the three older'. categories

(50 to 84' years), a finding which does not agree with the Adler

or Smythe et al. data, Overall the sample was fairly evenly

divided by sex: 48.2% Were,female and 51.8% were male. As was

found in the Adler.and:Smythe et al. reports, males were signif.-

icantly (X
2
= 4.88, df = 1, p = .027, 6 = .162) more likely to

be Frequent Dryden movie-goers. For the sample as a whole, the
-

median value of the highest level of education comPleted was

between "completed college" and "some graduate or prof ssional.

school..." No significantedifference by attendance group was found

(X
2
'= 6.16, df = 5, p = .290 and t = 97, df = 200, p = .332,

two-tailed). The relatively high level of formal education

found in the present sample agrees with the findings repqrted

by'Adler and SMuthe et al.38

Results of'an open-ended question inquiring as to the sample's

12
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favorite leisurejtime activity are reported in TaNlie 1. Amongl

Table 1 About Here-

both attendance groups-reading was,the preferred leisure activity.

Movie:going as a leisure activity was mentiongd more than twice '

as often among the Frequents than the Occasionals and was ranked:

third for the' sample as a' whole. Compared to other stuclies which

have asked the same or a similar question cOncerning fayorite

leisure adtivity, the present findings indicate a much /reateK

percentage of.respondents, reporting movie-/oing: among high
s

scOool students Austin found that 4.2% reported movie-going as

their favorite leisure actiirity and among college students Austin

found that 2,5% named mOvies (in both instances a question

identical 'to the one in the present report was used) ;.results

of a survey'conducted in Southern California during 1972 re-

ported that 2% of the total sample named attending a movie as

their favorite leisure activity. 39
The present, findings, then,

suggest.that these art film patroons are much more passionate

about their movie-going than the,public at large and are more

likely.to mention t as theit favorite leisure activity.

Related to the respondents' leisure activitiesds their

use bf the mass Media. The respondents were asked sik 'questions
,

regarding their uSe of six media and provided with interval
A

level response options. OVerall the Sample'i reported mean
;

movie attendanCe was OAce a' month not including their attendance

Athe Dryden. Frequents.attended movies (other than the Dryden)

13



significantly more often than Occasionals ( t = -4.08, df = 203,40
,ee

p.001, two-tailed). Daily television viewing,and radio lis-

tening each averaged one to two hours for the sample as a whole.

Differences between the attendance groups'on(their televiewing4

and radio listening were nonsignificant (television t = -1.63,

df = 203, E; = .105, two-tailed; radio t = 1.20, df = 203, p =

.231, two-tailed) but Frequents rqported viewing more television

than Occasionals while just the reirerse was true foi radio

listening.

The sample's use of three print media was also measured.

For the sample as a whole the following resUlis were obtained:

an average of two books were reported as having been read in

the past month, an average of four magazines were read a month,

and newspaper realpmg_averaged nearly six times a week. Based

on'the respondents' report of reading as the most frequently
;

meAtioned,leisure activity, these findings of heavy print media

consumption were not surprising. T-test comparisons between

the two attendance groups for use of each medium proved to be

'nonsignificant. However, for each of the three print media,L.)

average use,was higher among the Frequents than the Occasionals.

Compared to the results reported in Table 1, this finding might

suggest inconsistency of respon.se since there the perCentage of

Occasionals reporting reading is greater than\that of the

Frequentp. This inference would, however, be inaccurate because

the Table 1 data refer to the respondents' favorite leisure

activity, mhich may not coincide with the frequency with which

they actual]or engage in the activity. Moreover it is plausible,

14



A to believe, based upon the wording of the questions, that the

Frequents are reporting use of these three media.without ref-

erence to serving any one specific goal (e.g., workT-leisur9,
etc.).

-

A series of questions was aske co/ncerning the respondents'

attendance At theDryden in genet-al, 4ixst they were.asked to
r`z

'state their most important reason for attending the Dryden

,

Table 2 About Here

Theatre. Table. 2 displays the responses to this question. As

may be seen, no significant difference was found between 'the

two attendance groups. The most frequently cited reastn for

attendance at the Dryden was'to see older cinema classics.

This can perhaps best be explained in terms of the interaction

of the sample's age and their reporting of movie-going as an

important leisure activity: many of these individuals may have
seefi the films screened at tpe Dryden when originally released

4 and wish to see them again While others are aware of these

pictures' reputation as ."cinematid masterpieces." The Occasional

group reported the opportunity to see classic films more often

then the Frequents, possibly because the f6rmer group are less

"serious" film-goers (in the sense of cinema scholarship) than

the latter arid seek such films for their nostalgic value. Other

responses support this interpretation. The percentage of Frequents

who reported Dryden attendance due to the great diversity of

pictures shown 'there was twice that of Occasionals, while the

15



percentage of Occasionals who stated that their attendance was
A

due.to the 1o4 cost involved.wai twice that of Frequents.

Further, additional comments written by the respondents serve

to support this explanation.

,ABly not competing with the.commercial exhibitors for con-
.

temporary cinema fare, the Dryden may also assure the patron

of a high-quality, low-risk movie experie.nce.- This, too, o.as

c

noted by several respondents in comments written on the surey.

As contrasted:with commercial exhibitors, the kinds of films

screened at the Dryden, the reputation' of these films among

aficionadoS, and.the write-up included for each picture in the

series brochure probably all contribute to providing patrons

with a sense of certainty that they will .not be "waSting".or

"throwing away" their money. There Is little difference between

Occasionals and Frequents in citing as the second most important
ee*--.,A .

reason for Dryden attendance the quality of the movies shown.

The third most cited reason'for attendance was the ahilitx__

to.-see movies,pot normally shown in other theaters. As was

the case for the quality of filmS screengd, there is virtually
A

no difference in percentages between the OccasionalS and Fre-

quents. In short, the three most important reasons for Dryden.

attendance, accounting for more than two-thirds of the responses,

together suggest that these patrons appreciate the opportunity
`

to engage in the special and rewarding movie experience which.

the Dryden offers. ,Written comments gave .numerous "ataboys"

such as "keep up the good work," ."thank you," "the best thing

in Rochester," "a valuable Rochester resource," "a positive
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asset to Rochester living," and the sentiment thai it-was a.

privilege to see the films shown at the Dryden and that this

was something spOcial.

The audience for the Dryden is drawn primarily from the

Rochester area. Responses to a question 'asking how far the

respondents traveled one way to get to the Dryden indicated

that most (53.9%) traveled between one to...three (29.9%) and

four to five (24.0%) miles.. No significant difference between

the twok.lattendance groups was found (X2 = 1.67, df = 5, p) .05,

and t = .45, df = 202, p = .655, two-tailed).

The final set of questions probing attehdance at the Dryden

in general concerned the season of the year during wtich most 4

and least attendance occurred. As may be seen in Table 3, Winter

and Fall were the seasons during which attendance was greatest

'Table 3 About Here

while attendance was least during Winter and Summer. there was no ,

0:Ysignificant difference betwepn.attendance groups for the season

in which the least amount of Dryden-going occurred. When asked

why.attendance was lowlft in the season selected, 84% of the

respondents who indicated Summer wrote that other (especially

outdoor) activities precluded their attendance; among those re-

spondents whO indicated that the Winter season saw their east

attendance, 76% cited as their reason the inclement weather and

poor driving conditions. For the seasons dpring which attendance

was greatest, a significant difference between attendance groups



was found. Frequent Dryd41-.-goers were more likely to select

Wintei.. and "gone" than were Occasionals; Occasionals more often

chose Summer than Frequents. While there was no significant

difference (X2 = 3.70, d5 = 3, p = .295) betWeen attendance

groups as to their reason fOr selecting the season for'greatest

attendance, 64% of those choosing Winter reported it was a time

of the year wben,Dryden movie:going "fit-their schedule" and

the weather inhibited outdoor activities (clearly these re-
-

-

spondents were not skiers); 42% wrote that the weather was con-

ducive -for attendance during the Fall- and 33% said that thif.

-time of year "fit 'heir schedtile" for attendan_be.

Related questions probing the season in which general movie-

/going was greateA and least were also asked. The season in

which most fregaent general movie-going occurred was Winter'

(36.3% of the responses) followed by "None" (22.6%)., Fall (16.7%),

SumMer,(16.1%), and Spring (8.3%). No significant difference

between atfendance groups was found (X2 = 3.42, df = 4, p = .331).

Among those selecting Winter, 74% wrote that movie-going fit

their schedule in this season.
4
The season in which least frequent

general movie-going took place was Summer (46.7%) koll(*ed by
VWinter (30%), "None" (16:1%), Spring (5%), and 7all (2.2%). No

significant difference between attendarice groups was found
(X

2
= 3.77, df = 4, p = .438). Among respondents selecting

Summer, 82% wrote that the good weather' was conducive to .out-
.door activities!they wanted to engage in. By way.of comparison,0

the 1972 study'of Southern Californians found that among adults,

fok movie-going in general (i.e.,-not just art film patrons),



movie-going occurred most often in'the Summer and leastoften

-in.the Winter. 4l'

Another series of questions was posed concerning the re-

spondents' most receAtiattendance at the"Dryden. To help en-.
; / .

sure greater accuracy of response, the respondents who indicated

that theY had not been to the Dryden within the previous six

months.were instructed to skip this set of questions. Further,

to reinforce.the concept.of most recent attendance, the respondents

were instructed.to write the title of the film they last saw

at the Dryden. Thus, the responses to this set of quesions

were designed as context-specific rather than context-free.

The context-specific approach is methodologically pre?erable

since respondents' answers can be assumed more accurate, and

. hence valid, when respondents are asked to recall infor4tion

about a specific film situation rather. than Dryden movieoing

in general.

When asked whether they hadlplanned in advance or,4 decidedk

on the "spur of the moment" to see the film most recently at-(
tended at the Dryden, 92 indicated their attendance was planned

and 8% said it was on the "spur of the moment." There was no

signiTicant difference between attendance groups on this item

(X2 = .28, df =.1, p) .05). A follow-up question asked how

far in advanced they had decided to go to thp Dryden. A six-

point response option (including "don't remember"), ranging

from "same day" through "more than one week before," was "pro-
.

vided. Omitting the "don't remember" responses" (2.9%), nearly,
0.

'half the respondents (41.9%) indicated they had decided to '

'
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attend mord than one week before the film was screened, 13.7%

said.one week before, 25.3%c"a few days before," 3.4% "one

, day before," and 9.6% the "same day." No_significant difference

between attendance groups was found (X2 = 5.10, df = 5, p =

.402). The data on these two items suggest Olat-attendance

at the Dryden is a planned, purposive activity that the audience

sets aside time for.well in advance. As oner-respondent wrote,

she planned her.Dryden movie-going "as soon as I got thp schedule."

A question similer to the one concerning Dryden advance attendance

lanning was asked with regard to the respondents' general (non-

Dryden) advance film attendance planning. Table 4 compares the

Table 4 About Here

*

Aata on these two questions. Advance plathing ,for attendance

at the movies in general occurs most often "a few days before"

actually going. A significant difference was found between

the extent of advance planning for Drydeh film attendarice Ind

movies in general. The percent ges reveal that general movie-

going isA planoed less far in advance than Dryden attendance.

No significanOdifterence between attendance,groups was found '

for,planning of general cinema-going (X2 = 751,,df = 4, p = .110).

The respondents' source of information for particulars

about the Dryden film they had last seen (e.g., show-time, date

of screening) Was the published series brochure (accounting for

88% of the eotal responses; 89% of the Frequents and 85% of

the Occasionals). Other sources of information included the

20
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respondents' spouse (4%), friends (3%),' relative or date (1%

eaoh); 2%"checked "don't remember." For movie-going in general,

more than two-thirds (69%) Of the respondents reported that

they most often used newspapers as their source of information

on what movies were playing. This finding is congruent" with'

that reported by the Los Angeles Times, which found that 61% :
ON

of its respondents turned to newspapers "to keep infoimed on

*'

what movies are playing" (the Times' survey and the present sur-

vey used identical question). 42
$

i _

le

.

_The ttendance unit. most frequently reported was.the couple

(46% of responses). Thirty percent reported attading th

Dryden alone the,last time they Went. No significant difftr (nce

TX
2
.= 12.32, df =b6, p = .055) between attendance groups on the

. atttendance unit question, was found, although Freqtents more

often 'reported attendance alone than 6ccasionals. The most

common relationship of the respondents' companion was their

spouse (accounting for 42% of those reporting attendance in

the'company of at least one other person) or a "friend:other

than a date"

Table 5 presents responses to an open-ended question which

asked why the respondents chose to attend their, most recent
L/Dryden film. Interest in the east and the film-type were the

TAble 5 About Here

predominent reasons given. When asked more specifically what

Dout this film appealed ta them most before they attended,
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essentially the same two reasons were reported. These data

are reported in Table 6. Por both questions no significant

%

Table 6 About Here

difference between attendance groups was fotidd. While infor-

mation contained in the Dryden series brochure was relatively

infrequently reported as a reason for,attendance, it:should be

noted that unless the respondent had'actually seen the film

beforeifirst-hand knowledge of,the,cast and theme, as well a*

virtually all ot the other-rehsRns offerdd, wa's probably de-.

pendent upon dither the Dryden brochure or word-of-mouth.
-

The %respondents were asked to report. the importance'of 28

variables in their most recent Dryden film attendance decision.

The variables, with modifications'appropriateefor the art film

context, havettbeen used in previous studiet of film attendance-.

.

decision-making. 44
For each variable a seven-point rating scale

was provided labeledmiht one end,"very unimportant" and at the
.

other "very important.," The survey''instructions presented above

the list of variables again reinforced the,boncept of most re-

cent attendance. Table 7 presents the mean score and.standard

Table 7 About Here

40e

deviation-for each of the 28 variables and their rank relative
'ek,

to the other variables for the sampie as a whole and the two at-
.

tendance grolips. T-tests for differences in mean uahs between

22.-0



the twip attendance.groups were coniputed. 45

in previous research on the general cineta

As has been flpund

audience, plot\and

genre proved to be the most important variables. Frequent

evaluated the synopsis presented in the yden brochuretas g-

nificantly more important than Occasionals. ,<For all eight

variables where a significant difference was found, the-Frequ nts

evaluated each variable as more important than the Occasional

n sliort, the three keY,variables that
wgfe evaluated as most

important in contributin4 to the sample's most recent atterfd

4ecision were pldt, genre, and the brochure wrlte-up. "Wifh the

exception of the last item, these variables are not different

from those reported by the general movie aUdience when making

their'mpvie atiendance decision. However, as noted earlier,l.t

is impossible for one to have first-hand knowledge of a film's

plot or genre a priori. 'While this is usually a confoundj.ng

factor in studies of the general movie audience, this art film

audience has the oppbrtunity to.determine the attractiveness

of a film's.plot and genre by using the brochure write-up.in

additiOn to other sources. Further, this finding agrees with

that reortedbk Smythe et al.

On the other hand, unlike the general cinema audience and,

.),the findings of Adler And.Smythe et al., this art film audience

indicated that cmments:about the film by fri ds were relatively--"

'"r

unimp4tant to their attendance decision. Movie attendance de-w

cisions for this Sample's art film attendance, then, do not

appear to be as susceptible to interPersonarinfluence as those

,of other movie audiences, perhaps because of the audience's

23
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reliance on the series brochure and their knowledge of film.

Adler's study lound'that his art film fa;s relied heavily ona

the reputation of the producer or director when making atten-
\.

dance decisions. Here it was found that the four o4-screen

production personnel (director, producer, screenwriter, and

cinematographer) were all evaluated far-beloW the midpoint of

the seven=Point scale. 'This finding fends to match those found

by Autin in his research,on college and high school:Students and

the Los Angeles Times th the,exCeption of cinematogiapher

which was not offered for evaluation in those studies). How-

ever, the present-art film audi ce did evaluate especially
41' 2

the director, but also the producer and icreenwriter as much

more important than did the college or high school samples.

Finally, cast members (male and female star) were also near the

top of the list but still below the scale midpoint, of important

variables in the attendance decision process. In brief, the

findings presented in Table 7 serve to support those.offered

in Tables 5 and 6.

To assess the percentage of variance accounted for by these

28 variables, they were entered by forward stepwise inclusion

in a multiple regression analysis with frequency of attendance

at the Dryden as the dependent vAiable. The summary portion

of this.analysis is presented in Table 8. As May be seen, some-
'

what more than one-third of the Dryden attendance variance was

Table 8 About Here
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explained by 24 variables. Thii compares with 28.6%'for college

students and 31.4.% for high Ichool 'students using the same.stepm,

wise procedure.

Both Adler ,and Smythe et al. rep rted that their art film

audiences tended to be avid movie-goerS. The final portion of

the'present study reports the Dryden audience's movie-going

habits in general. As has already been reported, this sample's
40 average movie'attendance (not including the Dryden)' was once"et

a mohth. When asked whether they decided to see a particular

picture before,deciding when to gio to the movies; or whether
1.

they decidea to go to .the movies before deciding which picture

to see, most (92%) reported the former. This finding supports

that:of the Los Angeles Times study and the concept of contem-

poraty movie-going as a purposive, as opposed to habitual, be-

havior (i.e., going tO a movie rather than the movies). No

Agnificant difference between Dryden attendanCe groups was

found (X2 = :003, df = 1, p = .953). Two other questions further

probed related attendance habits. Frequents were significantly

more likely than Occasionals to report attending movies on a

fairly regular basis rather than "in.streaks-" (X2 = 13.19, df = 1,

p = .001, C = .259). Still, 66% of the sample as a whole re-,

ported that their ittendance could best be typified as being

"in streaks," a finding virtually identical to that reported

by the Times study. The respondents were asked to "suppose thee

were a great number of movies [they] wanted to see playing at

the same time." Given this hypothetical situation, which would
I.

they do: increase their movie-going so as to see them all or

25
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pick and choose a few with the hope of seeing the others at a.
;

later time? Overall, 60% of the sample indicated they would
pick and chobse while 40% indicated they would increase their
movie-going. A greater percentage of adults in the Times study
said they would pick and choose (76%) than selected the in-

creased movie-going response option (24%). 46 No significant

ditfereAce (X
2
= .64, df = 1, p = .420) was found between at7

*t'endance gioupd although more of the Frequents reported they

would increase'their movie-going' than Occasionals (57% compared

*to 43% respectively).

Two questions concerning movie attendance and admisbion

cost were asked: do you think.you would go to the movies more

(less). often if tibiet prices Were less (more) expensive?

Table 9 reports the sample's response to these two questions.

ft

Table 9 About Here

r.
For each question no significant difference in responsat-4

tendance group was observed. When the'results of these two,

questions were crosstabulated for the sample as a whole, Cramer!s
V = .516. These'data suggest that about half the sample would'

alter their frequency of movie attendance as a result of changes

in e cost of admission; the los Angeles Times reported similar

findings on this point. One quarter of the present sample in-

dicated that fluctuation in ticket price would make no differ-

ence,to their, attendance 'behavior (on this point percentages

were higher in the present study than'those reported by the,

Timme.,

261
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.Three questions were-asked concerning where the respondents

went when theytattended movies. When asked (open-ended question),
4,7

what local theater, if any, they attended most regularly, 30%

of those naming a theater said the.Dryden. 0 e commercial,

exhibitor had more mentions (two) than the Dryden. Frequents

mentioned the\Pryden five times more often than Occasionals.

The two remaining exhibition-hall questions inquired ,as to actual

behavior regarding and preference for.drive-in as opposed to
.

walk-in theaters. Ninety-.:eight percent reported they attended

walk-ins more frequently than drive-ins; 1% said the reverse

and 1% said they attended diive-ins and walk-ins equally as

frequently, No significant difference by attendance group was
, -found (X2 = 2.47, df = 2, p = .290). A virtually identical re-

sult was found wten the respondents were asked to "suppose there

was a movie you wanted to.see and it was playing at both a

drive-in and a walk-in theater:" 98% reported they would go to-

the walk-in, "all things equal," and 2% indicated the drive-in.

lib significant difference by attendance group was observed

(X
2
= 2.82, df = 1, p = .093).

The survey also asked the respondents to name.the title

of the.film 'they enjoyed most and least in the previous year.

F011owing each of these questions' they' were asked'to explain

why. (open-ended question) they liked and disliked the movies

they riamed. Table 10 reports the result's of these two questions.

;ablq 10 About Here
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FOr both their favorite and least favorite film lp significant

differences between Frequents and Occasionals was found. For

the movie they enjoyed least, fully three-quarters of the reasons

offered had to do with various elemehts,of the film's story.

More than half the Sample reported thatTthe movie was dull,

uninteresting, did not compél.their attention, or that the story

was "well worn" with no.unusual-plot devices to attract their

attention. Smaller sample percentages wrote that the story

lacked credibility or that they found the storli offensive. In

short, by and large, the reason fot disliking a movie had to

do with As story. Almost half the-sample reported the same

reason (in an opposite direction, of conrse) as explaining why

they had enjoyed their favorite film of the past year. About

one-third cited the picture's stars and their acting performance'',

as the reason for enjoyin4 the film _These two reasons --

story and stars -- are roughly analogous to the two most frequently

mentioned reasons offered by the sample for their most recent

attendance at the Dryden (see Tables 5 and 6). Interestingly,.'

a greater number of disdrete reasons were offered as motivating

factors in Dryden attendance than were offered to explain sub-

sequent affectiv? response to a film..

Two open-ended questions asked the respondents to imagine

that tpey had "moved into a town which had no rovies." What

type of movie would they miss most and least?48 Table 11 displays

table 11 Abotit Here
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the film-types that would be missed most and least. No sig-

nificant difference between attendance groups was found for

the film-type that would be missed most. Many respondents re-

ported that they would miss all movies, regardless of "type,"

and would not move to such a place. Among those respondents

who did name a film-type, foreign films, dramas, Old classics,

musicals, and comedies were most frequently reported. A sig-,

nificant difference between attendance groups was found for the

film-type that would be misseqleast. Frequents reported they

would not miss Westerns, pOrnographic, and foreign films more

often than Occasionals. Conversely, Ocbasionals were more likely..

to report not missing horror or violent moVies -- two categories

which may overlap. Xnsolicited written comments indicated that

many members of the sample were dissatisfied with contemporary

films due, especially, to the sex, violence, and vulgarity[they

perceived these films as containing.

The final set of,responses to be reported here concerns

the sample's relationship to foreign films. As was noted eatlipi

the art film,is often conceptualized -- however erroneously

as being virtually synonymous with the nondomesticaliy-made film.
4

First the respondents were askedld.f they had attended a foreign-

made film in the past six months. Among those responding (n =

202), 59.4% indicated they had attended's foreign movie, 34.6%

.said they had not, and 6% did not remember. A significant dif-

ference (X2 = 14.44, df.= 2, p = .001, C ='.258) between atten-

dance groups was obServed: Frequents were nearly twice as likely

to have attended a foreign film as Occasionals. Next the

29
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respondents were asked to indicate on a seven-point Likert-like,

scale how much or little they have enjoyed foreign,films they
had seen. Overall the sample reported a moderately favorable

degree of'enjoyment (2' = 5.17); no significant difference

(t=-.81; df = 195, p 0 .;120,.two-tailed)
between attendance

groups was found but-Frequents expressed a more-positive response
than Occasionais. Two questions probed the sample's preference

for and enjoyment of fore,i.gn films as compaied to American movies.

A five-point Likert-like response option was provided for each

questiOn. Here.it was found that there was a slight preference

for both actually zgoing to see and subsequent enjoyment of American

movies over foreign films. No significantidifference between
attendance groups on eith_94.item was found although Frequents
reported stronger preference for and enjoyment.of American films.

,

than Occasionals (for preference't = -.07, df = 201, p = .947,

two-tailed; for enjoYment t = -.11, df = 199, p = .912, two-

tailed). Pearson product-moment correlations were computed be-
tweezi the sample's,enjoyment

of foreign films in general and

their preference and enjoyment of foreign films compared to

American pictures. 49
All three correlations were positive and

significant at .001. the two.comparative (to U.'S.) questions

correlated at .91; enjoyment ift general correlated with prefer-

ence for seeing foreign films compared to U.S. at .62; enjoy-

ment in general correlated with enjoyment compared to U.S. fiiMs

at .59. Finally, an open-ended qnestion asked the'respondents
to name the one country's films, if any, they most liked. Table

12 presents the results of this question. In all, eleven

30
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Table 12 About Here

nationalities were reported. France and Britain clearly topped
T,the lisi, each accounting lor &bout one-quarter of the total

responses And, as the results of the three previous:survey_

questions would suggest, American films were the third most

frequently mentioned. Although Frequents reported mor&differ-

ent nationalities.than did Occasionals, no significant differ-
,

ence between the attendance groups was found. These data on

the Dryden sample's relationship to nondomestic films may sug-

gest that while-perhaps the art film audience experiences a

-broader range of films_.(in,terms of nationality) than the general

film audiehce, their actual preference for and enjoyment of

movibs remains largely wedded to domestic and English-language

releases. Of course, a direct comparison between the art film

and general audience was not made.here so this inference must

await confirmation by future research.

The present study has examihed the composition o and-a
host of factors relative to one art film audience. In general,

the iresent sample can be desCribed as,highly educated, enthusi-

astic movie-goeis. This group, noreso than other,film audience

samples, is more likely to report movie-going as their favorite

leisure activity.* Based on either their frequency of attendance

--at the Dryden or movies inteneral, the present sample would

be classified by the,Opinion Research Corporationas "frequent"

movie-goers (attendance of at least once a modth). The ,ORC



report& that frequent mov-goers (the highest level designated)

represented 23'% of the total adult public in 1977.50

The Dryden audience perceives their art filmAmtheater 'as

offering a unique alternative to the commercial cinemas. The

Dryden has the appeal of presenting a diversity of high quality

pictures that are not available elsewhere. The mbst recent

attendance at the Dryden was planned at least one week-in ad,

vance by 60% of the samRle, which diffeirs significantly from

their general movie-going behavior. While the typical Dryden

attendance unit was the couple, fully 30% attended alone the

last time they went, a much higher p centage.thah is found

for movie-going in general.,

The Dryden audience is interested in learning about the

films it sees. Respondents reported their enjoyment of the

introductory comments about films.presented, before the screening

and indicated they would be interested in obtaining additional

supplementary background informatibas well. TheSe remarks

were not solicited hy questionsipresented in the questionnaire.

This art film audience appears to be more cosMopolitan thantthe

'general movie audience ad well. Unlike the majority (70%) of

U.S. movie-goers, 51
the Dryden audienceexpressed only a modest

preference for American films.to foreign movies.

Whether.the art fiam audience described here is typical of

all such art film audiences remaind a question for future resetrch.

The present report has taken a preliminary step toward analyzing

one context of the' movie-going experience.
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TABLE 1

Favorite Leisure-Time Activity, of Art Film Patrons

Occasional . Frequent Total
(n=85) (n=102) 1\(n=187)

Reading
ii

38.8% 29.4%

Sports -20.0 16.7-,

Movie-going sc. 7.1 18.6

Hobbies 7.1 8.8
(

Outdoor Activities 5.9 7.8

Music 9.4 3.9

.0ther* 11.8' 14.7

33.7%

18.2

13.4

8.0

6.9

6.4

13.4

X
2
= 9.06, df = 6, p) .10

X' =

totals may mit equal 100 due to rounding

*includes dance, travel, socializing, television, live theater;
each category had five responses or fewer.
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TABLE 2

t

Most Important Reason for Attending the Dryden.Theater

Occasional'
(n=80)

Frequent
(n=93)

ibtal
(n=173)

.

TO see "classic" films 22.6% 26 0%

Quality of films screened 18.8 19.3 19.1

To seekarely exhibited films. 17.5 18.3 17.9

Other 18.8 10.8 .14.5

Diversity of films screened 7.5 14.0 11.0

Enjoy.seeing filifls 2:5 12.9 8.1

Inexpensive 5.0 2oe 3.5

X
2-
= 11.24,adf = 6, p .081

totals may not equal 100 due to rounding

^se



TABLE 3

Season of the Year in Which Most'and"Least

Dryden Attendance Odcurred
#

. -11

,
1.19§,

z.-

Occasional Frequent Total
(n=76) (n=85) (n=161) ,

Fall 26.3% 21.2% '23.6%

Spring 13.2 10.6 11.8

Sumter 27.6 9.4 18.0

Winter' '23.7 36.5 30.4
AKNone in rartiicular 9.2 22.3 16.2

X2 = 14.51; df = 4, p = .005, C = .287

Least ,

Fall 2.3%, .1.0% 1.6%

Spring /0.0 2.1 1.1

Summer 43.7 . 45.4 44.6

Winter 4.3 35.0 41.3

None in particular 5.7 16.5 11.4

X2 =, 8.86, df = 4, p =-.06"4 ,

totals may not equal 100 due.to rounding
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TABLE 4,

Comparison of Advance Planning for Dryden

.

and General Movie-Going

40r

Attendance decision
made:

Dryden*
(n=146)'

Movies in general
(n=2I5)

Same day 9.6%

One day bekore 3.4.

few days before -25.3

Ohe week before 13.7
4

More than one week before
- 47.9-

17.7%

12.6

47.9

11.2

10.7

J = 70.66, df = 4, p.00l C = .404

totals may not equal 100 due to rounding

*the "don't remember" responses were eliminated and percentagesadjusted accordingly



TABLE 5

Reasons for Going to the Most Recent

Dryden Film Attended

4

Occasional Frequent Total
-(n=44) (n=88) (n=132)

Interested in the type of
film 20.5% 27.3% .25.0%

Interested in/enjoy the
cast member(s) ' 22.7 21.6 22.0

Other 29.6 18.2 22.0

Bacta series ticket 2.3 12.5 9.1

Write-up in series brochure 13.6 6.8 9.1

Recommendation by friend 4.6 5.7 5.3

Interested in film's direCtor 4.6 3.4 3.8

Rare'film 2.3 4.6 .$ 3.8

Art

X2 = 7.73, df = 7, p = .356

414ip.

totals may not equal 100 due to rounding

sz,
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,T4BLE 6

Most Important Reason for Most Recent Dryden Attendance

Occasional Freguen.
(n=44) (n=86)

Total
(n=130)

Interested in/enjoy cast
member(s) 25.0% 33.7% 30.8%

Interested in/enjoy theme
of film .20.5. 18.6 .19.2

Other 13.6 10.5 11.5

Film's reputation 43.6 8.1,-

Because it was a foreign film 6.8 7.0 6,9

Had seen the film before 11.4 40 6.9

Interested in iilm's director 2.3 7.0 5.4

Rare.-film 4.6 5.8 5.4

Write-up in series brochure 2.3 4.7 3.9

X2 = 5.51, df = 8, p = .701

4

totals-may not equal 4.00 due to rounding



42TABLE
7

4, Mean Scores a and Rank Orderfor Importance of Dryden
Attendance Variables

Total Occasional Frequent
3E SD Rank SD Rank X SD Panic'

Plot 4.78 2.01 ( 1) 4.95 2.09 (-1) 4.70 2.01 ( 2)
Genre 4.67 2.03 ( 2) 4.89 2.07 2) 4:50 1048 ( 3)
Brochure write-up* 4.54 1.95.( 3) 4.02'

. ,

2.06 ( 3) 4.90_ 1.77 ( 1)
Had,-4eep, movie 3.81 2.38 ( 4) 3.97 2.35 ( 4) 3.87-2.41 (-4)
Femaierstar 3.78 2.18 ( 5) 3.63 ,2.36 ( 6) 3.86 2.12 (.5)
Title_ 3.70 2.23 ( 6) .3.86 2.43 ( 5) 3.64 2.17 ( 7)
Malestar.._ I 3..60 2.21 ( 7) 3.16 2.18 ( 7) 3.84 2.20 ( 6)
Foreigikfily:__ 3.29 2.24 ( 8) .:. 2.93 2.34 (12) 3.49- 2.20 ( 8)
Subtitled dialogue 26407 2.36 ( 9) - 3.15 .2.57 ( 8) 3.07 2.34 (12)
Director 3.05 ,2.13 (10).__. 2.81 198 (14) 3.10 2e21 (11)

.vbfusic 3.04

'al;eries

2.12 (11) 2.86 2.15 (13) 3.10 2.09 (10)
'Had ticket**'3.04 2616 (12) , 2.12 1.77 (18) 3.39 2.21 ( 9)
Cost of,admission 3.03 '2.16 (13) 3.00 2.22 (11) 3.02 2.15 (13)
Dubbed dialogue 2.98 2.27 (14) ,3.12 2.51 ( 9) 2.96 2.18 (14)
Amerg.sapIfiam 2.50 2.14 (15). 1.07 2.35 (10) 2.78 2.02 (18)
FriendsL.00mments 2.78 1.97 (16) 2.73 2.16 (15)- 2.86 1.92 ,(17)
Oscar_nominition* 2.62 2.05 (17) 2.12 1:78'(19) 2.88 1.15 (15)
,English,dialogue 2.59.' 2.03 (18).:::2.58 2.23 (16) 2.55 1.92 (19)
Osdar winning* 2-.59 2.09 (19) -#-2.09 1.82 (26) 2.88 2.21 (16)
Newspaper critics 2.37 1.87 (20) .2.39 2002 (17) 2:43 1.85 (21)
Ne'wspaPer ads* . 2.30 -1.83 (11) 1.86 1.57 (23) 2.53 1.86 (20)
Screenwriter* 2.20 1.57 (22), 1.76 1.24 (24) 2.32 1.61 (22)
Cinemgographer 2.10 1.64- (23).-i;1.86 1.55 (22) 2.29 1.70 (23)
Cologipotogggp.klyt,:n--2.08 1.68 (24).271.57 1.19 (26) 2..23 1.73 (21)
'How new the-film was. 2.08 1.73 (25) 2.02 .1.82 (21) 2:13 1.68 (27)-:
Producers-..E. 1;99 048 (26) 1.67. 1.16, (25) 2.20 1.64 (25),
BlaCk st'White photo* 1.98 1.55 (27) 1.54 1:07 (27) .2.14 1.67 (26)
Incidental Sxpensei 1.71 1.41 (A) 1.48, 1.02' (28) 1.91 1.61, (28)

5t.by Oolumn.,

SD 61.66iiinui,
-

2.76.

1.98 1.93

3.06

1.99

al =-very'uniipcirtant, 7 = very important

,*.pZ-.051 tWO.,t41ed between,Occasional.and Freduent

tW6.40,104:between Occailonal 'an4Frequent
, 'f
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TABLE 8

Summary Table for Stepwise Regression with Frequency of
Attendance at the Dryden as the Dependent Variable

Predictoi Variables R2 Beta

Had a series tickei J.102 .233
Newspaper ads .134 .194
Genre .173 -.217
How ne he film was .205 -.315
Foreign film .238 .376
Male star .263 .290
American film .284 -.208
Color photography .306 .259
Director .320 -.225
Friends' comments .328 -.105
Title .335 -.007
-English dilogue .345 -.216
Cinematographer .351 .168
Dubbed dialogue .357\ .155
Subtitled dialcigue 1360
Newspaper critics .363 .008
Oscar winning p .364 .183
Oscar nominatidn .369 -.175
Screenwriter .370 -.004
Female star .371 .003
Plot- .371--
Had seen movie .37Z -.002
Music .372 .002
Black'& White photography .372 -.002

Constant = 4.803

Overall F = 1.682

df = 24, 68,

p>.05
Adjusted R2 = .151

n = 93
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*-TABLE 9 I.

Variations in Frequency of General Movie-Going Dependent
Upon Price of Admission

would attend more if
ticket pricesyere
less expeneive?a

would attend less if
ticket prices were
more expensive?b .

Yes 52.7% 59.2%

No 18.0 18.3

Makes no
difference 29.3 22.5

2
X = 2.79, df = 2,

a
for differences in
df = 2, p = .325

_ -

bfor differences in
df = 2, p = .536

responses*by

responses by,

attendance group X2 = 2.24,

attendance group X
2
= 1.24,
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TABLE 10

Reasons for Ehjoying Favorite-Film and Disliking,
Least Favorite Film

erest and iniiolvement
ot/story

Acting 4,tars

Other*

Cinematography

Pace of the film

Dull theme/story

Offensive theme/story

-Otheri/don't recall.r---

TElpt was unbeiieVable

Reasons for Enjoyment

Occasional
(n=71)

.Frequent
(n=82)

Total
(n=153)

-43.7% 45.1%

32.4 29.3 30.7

12.7 -- 12.2

5.6 7.3 6.5

5.6 6.1 5.9

X? = .34, df='4, p) .75

Reasons for

(n=46)

154.3

10.9

26.1

. 8.7

Disliking

(n=63)

52.4

14.3

23.8

(n=109)

53.2

12.8

24.8

= .33, df = 3, p> .95

A:fewer than four responses for each Category



TABLE 11

MoVie-Types that would be Missed Most and Least

Occasional
(n=77)

Miised Most

Ftequent
(n=85)

Total
(n=162)

No preferenCe. 18.2% 15.3% 16.7%

Foreign ' 14.3 17.6 16.04
Drama 18.2 8.2 13.0

Old classics 9.1 16.5 13.0

Musical 9.1 14.1 11.7

Comedy 11.7 9.4 10.5

Art/repertory 6.5 10.6 8.6

Adventure 9.3. 40.7 6.8

Light entertainment
& Romance 3.4 3.5 3.7

X2 = 8.29, df = 8, p .25

Missed Least0;44

(n=86) (n=87)1** (1=173)

Rorror 27.9%
/

16.1% 22.0%'

Other 20.5 17.2 19.1

Violent , 18.6 12.6 15.6
,

Mestern 8.1 1905 13.9

Science fiction 10.5 8.0 9.2

Slapstick comedy 8.1 8.0 8.1

Pornography' 1.2 9.2 5.2

Foreign 1.2 5.7 ', 3.5

Musical &Romance 3.5 3.4 . 3.5

X2 = 26.69; df,=. 8, C = .364

iotalkmay-nOt equal 100 due to roUnaing
50
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TABLE 12

Favorite Film Nationality

Occasional
(n=77)

Frequent
(n=91)

Total
(n=168)

France 32.5% 20.9% 26.2%

Britain 19.5 26.4 23.2

USA 14.3 18.7 16.7

Italy 7.8 12.1 10.1

No preference 13.0 4.4 8.3

All others* 13.0 17.6 15.5

X2 = 8.49', df = 5, p>.10

totals:may not equal 100 due to rounding

* includes Australia, Bulgaria, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Poland,
and Sweden; each was mentioned fewer than 9 times. ,
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